Welcome to Hadrian’s Wall

The northern frontier of a mighty empire that once covered the known world.

For almost 200 years, Hadrian’s Wall was an impressive and formidable military construction that protected the Roman Empire’s northern border. Today, you can explore this ancient wonder and see for yourself the scale and grandeur of this remarkable achievement.

Hadrian’s Wall includes guided tours please visit the website: visihadrianswall.co.uk

Cycle the Wall

Hadrian’s Wall Country is perfect for exploring by bike, from rugged coast to rolling countryside, and lake side for adults and children, with many family trails to keep the grown-ups long!-up!

Walk the Wall

The Hadrian’s Wall Trail is 84 miles long Hadrian’s Wall, or even venture beyond the Wall to the site of an outlying fort at Bewcastle.

Adaptation to Changing Times

The Hadrian’s Wall Country Bus takes you to many of the dramatic backdrop. Explore bath houses, turrets and internal rendering still adhering to wall surfaces in many places. Walk the Wall
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